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Ever since Joe Biden took the presidency in the United States, the mainstream propaganda
machine has been absolutely merciless toward anyone who’d dare to question the validity of
the 2020 presidential  election.  The DNC-dominated federal  institutions,  particularly  the
highly politicized Department of Justice (DoJ),  offered full  support in this regard, looking to
suppress any attempts of “undermining American democracy”, which is just another lifeless
euphemism used against anyone daring to expose lies and outright voter fraud. However,
this sort of behavior uncovers another form of hypocrisy and double standards in American
politics  (not  that  those were ever in  deficit).  Namely,  the Democratic  Party never had any
qualms about questioning the validity of the 2016 presidential election, as well as countless
other instances when elections on state and other levels weren’t beneficial to them.

In fact, it could easily be argued that the so-called “Russiagate” conspiracy theory that has
been recycled over and over in the last well over half a decade is a prime example of
questioning the validity of elections by the Democrats. What’s more, this laughable claim
was even used as a pretext to change the geopolitical landscape by bringing the relations
between Russia and the US to (First) Cold War levels, perhaps even worse, pushing the
world to the edge of an abyss. Of course, no such concern was shown during the much more
controversial 2020 election that saw actual mass voter fraud committed, as evidenced by
recent findings. However, that’s a forbidden topic for the DNC, the so-called “Big Tech” and
the mainstream propaganda machine. God forbid anyone would ask any questions about it,
as they’d get nothing but open hostility or even get prosecuted.

Steve Watson of the Modernity News recently covered this topic, showing the case of the
Fox News reporter Peter Doocy who confronted the troubled Biden administration’s Press
Secretary Karine Jean-Pierre over this practice. Namely, on January 24, he pointed out the
recent footage of Joe Biden calling Democrat Terry McAuliffe “the real governor of Virginia”.
Doocy asked whether questioning election validity is a joke now, resulting in an awkward
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exchange with Jean-Pierre, who was clearly agitated by the question. Her rather clumsy
attempt to play ignorance didn’t last long and she soon found herself having to defend Joe
Biden’s  statement  as  a  supposed “joke”.  When Doocy asked for  further  clarification,  Jean-
Pierre failed to provide one, trying to go around the question. However, the Fox News
reporter refused to back down and stood his ground, asking the following:

“How are you going to convince people, though, that this idea of denying election
results is very bad if President Biden is going out and making jokes like this?”

Jean-Pierre kept insisting that this was “merely a joke”. However, as Watson pointed out,
this wasn’t the first time Joe Biden questioned election validity. He previously called former
president Donald Trump “an illegitimate president”. Biden’s practice of denying election
results goes back decades, as evidenced by his claim that “Al Gore really won the 2000
election”. There are numerous other examples of the DNC’s top people questioning election
validity, perhaps best illustrated by this video showing 24 minutes of footage proving it. And
yet, the mainstream propaganda machine is “worried about our democracy” whenever the
Republicans  question  election  results.  Apparently,  claiming  that  Trump  is  supposedly
“illegitimate”  and  even  “Vlad’s  pal”  is  perfectly  fine  and  doesn’t  constitute  any  sort  of
“danger for American democracy“. However, similar criticism of the DNC is “deplorable“.

Worse yet, these same people are demanding Trump be prosecuted and even jailed for
“undermining our democracy” by refusing to acknowledge that the 2020 election was valid.
What’s more, on December 19, the Colorado Supreme Court banned Trump from running for
presidency under the pretext that he led the so-called “January 6 insurrection”. Although he
was never formally charged (let alone convicted) for that highly controversial event, the
Court made its decision based precisely on that premise. On the other hand, the DNC-
aligned judges probably didn’t expect this obviously partisan decision would open up a
political “Pandora’s box” in the US. Namely, in response to the ruling, high-ranking officials
from  Texas,  Arizona  and  Pennsylvania  suggested  taking  Biden  off  the  ballot.  Such
developments  could  even  lead  to  America’s  collapse  along  state  lines.

As  for  election  validity,  recent  findings  show  that  the  public’s  trust  in  the  impartiality  of
federal institutions has been severely undermined. The latest poll,  conducted jointly by
Heartland Institute and Rasmussen Reports, found that 20% of voters who cast mail-in
ballots  during  the  2020  presidential  election  admitted  to  participating  in  voter  fraud.
However,  such  findings  aren’t  limited  to  polls,  as  evidenced  by  a  recent  court  ruling  in
Connecticut. Namely, according to the Epoch Times, Superior Court Judge William Clark
overturned the results of a Democrat mayoral primary in November 2023 and ordered a new
election. The ruling was based on hours of video evidence showing hundreds of illegally
harvested  absentee  ballots  being  stuffed  into  drop  boxes  in  the  city  of  Bridgeport.  Clark
called  the  videos  shocking  and  warned  they  “should  be  shocking  to  all  the  parties”.

The report  further  points  out  other  instances when election results  were nullified by lower
court decisions across the US, including the 2021 Compton City Council run-off race that was
initially decided by a single vote. The judge tossed four fraudulent ballots cast by people not
legally registered in the jurisdiction, while five people pleaded either guilty or no contest to
conspiring to commit election fraud. The report cites an even worse case in Mississippi,
where  both  state  and  federal  institutions  were  deeply  involved  in  election  fraud  and
attempted cover-up. There are dozens of such cases across the country, many still pending
for court proceedings. The Epoch Times also pointed out the thousands of court convictions
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for election fraud in the last two decades. This is yet another proof that the “rule of law” in
the US is nothing but a myth that not even Americans themselves believe.
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